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Abstract— In this paper we show how geometric constraints
enable developmental processes to generate the morphology
of three-dimensional folding sheets more easily. These sheets
consist of artificial cells, which are connected and are able
to exert forces on each other. To keep track of the complex
pattern of connectivity, we introduce a cell connection map,
which represents the internal states of the cells and is used
to visualize these states. The performed simulations show that
the system can easily produce some complicated morphogenetic
forms and we show that the forms can be quantified as entropy
by evaluating the cell connection map. This entropy was also
used as a fitness function in order to evolve shapes. We would
like to point out that once an adequate geometric constraint
is given, the forms are generated by simple internal states and
cell-cell interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

How an organism grows is still one of the big challenges
of modern science. Multi-cellular organisms consist of large
numbers of cells, which are able to form an organism by
an intricate web of cell-cell interactions, a process called
morphogenesis. As each cell contains the same genome,
morphogenesis relies on autonomous and distributed pro-
cesses with no centralized control. Although the elucidation
of the molecular details of morphogenesis has made a lot of
progress in biology, an overall picture is still lacking.

What is the essential morphology of multi-cellular organ-
isms? There are several ways to categorize morphology. One
is by focusing on the external appearance and say that the
essential morphology is a cylinder or a cone [1]. However,
when we focus on the internal organization, especially on
the gastrointestinal tract of mammals, we would notice that
the form is essentially a ”tube” or a folded ”sheet” as can be
seen by the morphogenesis of the gastrointestinal tract [2].
Recently, Honda advocated that the form of a multi-cellular
system is realized by folding sheets in complicated ways
rather than by growing solid bodies [3].

Numerous attempts have been made to explain morpho-
genesis of multi-cellular organisms, focusing on the inter-
nal mechanisms of cells assuming special chemical sub-
stances. One significant mechanism that could work in the
morphogenetic process is proposed by Turing [4] in his
seminal paper. He described reaction-diffusion as a possible
mechanism to explain some aspects of morphogenesis. In
essence, reaction-diffusion mechanisms are means to break
the symmetry among homogeneous cells in an autonomous
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and distributed way. This concept led to many related studies
[5-7]. Although most research focused on the relation be-
tween chemical substances and pattern formation in animal
markings, these mechanisms are not sufficient to explain all
the mechanisms involved in morphogenesis.

Another important concept is positional information that
enables the cells to know where they are [8-10]. Once again,
these studies are mainly focusing on the internal mechanisms
of cells without paying attention to the characteristics of the
topology of the cell networks.

In other words, so far, little attention has been given to the
topology of cell networks. That is, few researchers pointed
out the possibilities of how the topology of a cell network
plays a role in the morphogenetic processes. (Although the
notion of topology of cell network is lacking, one exception
is the research done by Odell et al [11]. They took a strictly
mechanical approach, where physical interactions between
the cells were programmed to simulate morphological pro-
cesses). In fact, this can be said not only to the cell networks
but also to the whole network (graph) theory. Traditionally,
networks of complex topology have been described using
the random graph theory of Erdös and Renyi [12]. For quite
some time, the topology of the networks, which can be found
in the real world, was thought to be random. But recently
Barabasi and Albert showed that existing network models
fail to incorporate some features of real networks [13]. They
demonstrated that independently of the nature of the system
and the identity of its constituents, the probability that a
vertex in the network is connected to other vertices decays
according to a power law. This new statistical notion (called
”scale free network” since the characteristics do not depend
on the scale) had a big impact on the theory of networks.
Watts and Strogatz have introduced a new model that is
called ”small-world network” [14], which exhibits small-
world properties, while it remains highly clustered. Since
these new points of view have universal aspects, they have
influenced a vast research area.

In the field of nano-technology, it was discovered that
carbon atoms can create special forms such as fullerene
or carbon nanohorn [15], which forms a projection. These
forms are realized mainly because each carbon atom has four
hands to connect to others. And by exploiting its geometric
constraints, carbon atoms grow into specific forms easily.
In other words, such forms are ”easily” obtained by the
geometric constraints of carbon atoms. This gives us a
suggestion that when an adequate geometric constraint is
given to the constituents of the system, the global forms
are realized even without complicated internal states nor



informational interactions.
Accordingly, as a working hypothesis, we assumed that

morphogenesis depends on the following three conditions:

1) Morphogenesis is an autonomous, distributed process
without any centralized control for all cells

2) Morphogenesis of living things is often using ex-
panding and folding sheets in order to build three
dimensional forms

3) The physical cell-cell interactions are constrained by
the geometric topology of the cells

We used these three conditions as guidelines to screen the
existing literature of morphogenetic models.

As for the rest, a lot of interesting research about mor-
phogenesis can be found, especially in the field of artificial
life. The numerous approaches for morphogenesis can be
divided into several types: Linguistic grammars [16], cellular
automata [17], [18], recurrent diagram networks expressing
the bodies of simulated creatures [19], [20]. One of the first
evolvable morphogenetic systems was Biomorphs, which was
developed by Dawkins [21]. This system generates forms
by random mutation followed by a non-random selection
showing that this process can generate interesting and com-
plex forms. Recently there was a renewal of interest in the
relations between gene regulatory networks and morphology
[22-27]. Tomita et al. extended the grid space into a graph
model, maintaining the concept of internal states derived
from Neumann’s work [28]. In this model, all cells have three
edges to connect to the neighbors. Furusawa and Kaneko
found the phenomena of dynamical cell differentiation by
creating their own model [29]. Our concern is to consider
how network topology plays a role in the process of mor-
phogenesis of a sheet form.

After the model is presented in section II, simulation
results are given in section III. Following that is a general
discussion of this model in section IV. And finally the
conclusions are given in section V.

II. MODEL

Fig. 1. Gastrulation. the internal wall of an embryo grows into a
gastrointestinal tract.

During gastrulation, the internal wall of a mammalian
embryo grows into a gastrointestinal tract [30]. Figure 1
represents the cross-sectional view of our model, which
represents the growth of the gastrointestinal tract. In our
model, we choose the cell as the level of abstraction. The
system consists of cells connecting to each other. Note that

although some settings are not plausible in biology, we would
like to investigate how the spatial constraint affects the whole
morphogenetic process.

In the following subsections, first the characteristics of
the cells that we modeled are shown. Then we explain the
physics, which is working in the system and in the last
subsection the evolutionary mechanism used to evolve the
models are introduced.

A. Cell behaviors

1) Cell behavior rules: cell division, forced cell division,
and cell death: In our model, cells divide or die depending
on the number of their neighbors. This is according to
the fact that one of the possible biological mechanisms
assumed to code the behavior of morphogenesis would be
the concentration of chemical substances that diffuse into
neighboring cells through certain channels. In other words,
this concentration could reflect the number of neighbors,
an effect which is called ”community effect” in biology.
This effect is a mechanism whereby a population of cells
must be present to change the collective cell fate. This
special form of cell differentiation (cell induction) involves
autocrine signaling, where the cells secretes signals to their
own receptors [2]. Once the cell division rule takes place,
the cell divides into four cells. This type of cell division
will sustain the symmetry of the cell network and makes
the system symmetrical, which facilitates the analysis of the
network. For future work we plan to implement asymmetry
and compare them to the already obtained results. We also
implemented a so called ”forced” cell division rule as a third
rule, which forces each cell to divide at each time step.

In the case of the cell death rule, the cell is deleted by
cutting all connections to its neighbors.

2) Cell behavior rules are applied synchronously: The
cell behavior rules are applied synchronously in a specific
order. After a certain time (40 steps - arbitrary decided
from experience - so that the system obtains enough time to
converge into an unique form), all cells count their neighbors
and execute one of the three defined rules (This means that
each cell contains a ”global clock”).

3) Cell connection maps: It is difficult to keep track of the
cell-cell connections after cell division in a two-dimensional
topology. Therefore, we introduced a cell connection map,
which describes the relation of the cell connections and can
be visualized. Figure 2 shows how the cell connection map
prescribe the relations when a cell divides.

In the map of Figure 2, a part of the cell connections
are displayed at the top, and the cell connection map is
shown at the bottom. Each square corresponds to a cell.
When a cell divides, the respective square in the cell con-
nection map is divided into four small squares. And the
new squares are connected to the nearest neighbors (Moore
or Neumann neighborhood). When a cell is deleted, the
square corresponding to the cell is also removed. Due to
this setting, the system is capable to grow like an expanding
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Fig. 2. Cell reconnection. A part of the cell connections are displayed
at the top, and the cell connection map is shown at the bottom. The cells
are represented as squares in the cell connection map. When a cell divides,
its representation in the connection map is divided into four smaller ones,
which corresponds to the birth of four new cells.

”sheet”. We start the simulation with 4 or 16 cells, and
the cell connection map is derived from 4 or 16 single
squares. The important point to note here is that the map
was introduced to implement a cell reconnection mechanism
that sustains two-dimensional topologies in the system. The
form is created through cell-cell mechanical interaction. It is
also important to note that a cell connection map itself is also
configured in an autonomous and distributed way through the
morphogenetic process.

B. Mechanical cell-cell interactions

Important aspects of development are the inherent physical
properties of the used materials. The forms in this work
are defined in a simulated three-dimensional environment as
a surface mesh structure consisting of masses and springs
that represent cells and their mechanical connections, re-
spectively. These springs are generally passive and exert
a force on the two connected vertices proportional to the
deviation from the spring’s rest length. Although it takes time
to converge to a form, the form of cell network topology is
unique to each sequence. The important point here is that
although the map changes in an autonomous and distributed
way, also the form corresponding to this map converges to a
unique form.

We show the parameters of the system in Table I. The
numeric equation solving the motion of the cell i is expressed
in eq.1 with the parameters listed in table I.

mq̈i + c
∑

j

(q̇i − q̇j) + k
∑

j

(
1 − l

|qi − qj|
)

(qi − qj)

+a
qi −

∑
j qj

|∑j qj| + gqi = 0 (1)

The indices i, j are the identification numbers of the cell.
The position of a cell qi is defined as a vector. The cell which

TABLE I

SETS OF PARAMETERS.

Symbol Definition Value
m mass 10
c damper coefficient 30
k spring coefficient 50
l spring natural length 50
a internal pressure 1000
g gravity 25

exists in the neighborhood of cell i is denoted as j. Gravity
is also added to the system. All mass points are subjected to
a force from the center of the mass, which acts as a kind of
internal pressure, keeping the structure from folding in itself
(c.f. Table I). The differential equation is integrated by the
Euler method (δt = 0.01, 1step=30δt).

C. Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GA) were originally designed as a
search technique, inspired by evolution using natural se-
lection to ’breed’ good solutions [31-33]. These algorithms
often find quickly a good solution in high-dimensional pa-
rameter space.
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Fig. 3. Structure of a gene. The gene consists of 23 digits. The first three
digits represent in which order the cell behavior rules are applied. Each of
the next 20 digits represents a member out of a set of possible cell behavior
rules(from 0 to 19 in the box 4 to 23, respectively).

1) Gene Coding: The structure of a gene was hand-coded.
The gene consists of 23 digits (Figure 3). The first part of the
gene (Rule-Order part) encodes the specific order in which
the cell behavior rules are applied. Each type of behavior,
Death, Division, Forced-Division, or Skip is specific by a
unique value, 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For example, if
the numbers in the box 0, 1, 2 are 2, 0, 1, the forced cell
division rule, cell death rule, and division rule are applied
in this order starting with the forced cell division rule. And
by implementing the Skip rule here, the system can avoid
applying those rules three times each time in every case. In
the next part of the gene (Index part), the position of gene
indicates ”number of neighbors” and thus the rule, such as
Death, Division, or Neutral, that is indicated within a position



of the gene applies to any cell with number of neighbor =
index. For example, if the number in box 6 is 1, each cell
divides if the cell is surrounded by 3 cells. The index is
limited up to 19, because that it has been known through the
experiment that frequently used indices are under 10 in most
case. Random numbers are used for the genes in the initial
population. We used the Mersenne Twister algorithm for all
random numbers [34].
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Fig. 4. Minimal generation gap. 40 individuals are prepared as a population.
Two individuals are chosen as parents. By applying double crossover to those
genes, new types of genes are generated as children. 40 children are created
out of a parent set and roulette selection was applied.

2) Minimal Generation Gap algorithm is used for natural
selection: The population consisted of 40 individuals. We
chose the Minimal generation gap algorithm (Figure 4) as
changing generation process [35]. Two individuals are chosen
as parents. By applying double crossover to those genes,
new types of gene are generated as children. 40 children
are created by one parents set. The one which has most
highest fitness and the other chosen by roulette selection are
preserved and replaced as new parents instead of the old one.

3) Fitness Function: The form of living things plays an
important role in their environment. However, their eval-
uation is quite difficult and tends to be arbitrary. In this
research, we hypothesize that the more complicate organ
the individual has, the better - that means the individual
gets highly functional gastrointestinal tract for digestion and
acquires a high probability to survive. Here, we decided to
evaluate the form by analyzing the proposed cell connection
map, it can be easily estimated by defining ”entropy”, which
represents the complexity. As a fitness value we used this
entropy - which is described by the following equation (2),
where Si denotes the area of each cell in the cell connection
map with subscript i as an identification number for each
cell.

F = − 1
N

∑
i

log
Si

ST
(2)

The characteristics of this fitness value are as follows:
1) The larger the entropy of the area size gets, the higher

the value of the fitness becomes, if the sum of the areas
is the same.

2) The larger the number of cells is, the bigger the value
becomes, if the sum of the areas is the same.

3) If cell distribution is the same, it doesn’t depend on
the scale.

We set the area of the whole map to 1.0. ST represents
the sum of all areas of the cells. We normalized the value
by dividing a number of cells, N.

III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

By applying those settings using several parameter sets,
such as initial number of cells, neighbor conditions, and
seeds of Mersenne Twister Algorithm, some fundamental
morphogenetic processes are observed.

A. Fitness Transition and diversity of the phenotype
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Fig. 5. Fitness Transition. Between generation 50 to the generation 150,
diversity of the phenotype is observed. All the interesting forms of Figure
6 are obtained in this window.

Figure 5 shows the fitness transition graph. We show 10
examples of evolved phenotypes in Figure 6. Top views
are shown on the left, and side views are shown on the
right in each example. All these phenotypes are using the
Moore neighborhood to count the number of the neighbors.
The initial numbers of cells are listed in the brackets. The
conditions of the cell death and cell division are listed in
each example. The alphabets in those blankets represent
the order of cell behavior rules, DE: cell death, DI: cell
division, and FD: forced cell division, respectively. The
numbers after N and F represent the number of cells that
comprise each individual and the fitness value, respectively.
Those phenotypes were always generated in the early stage
of the evolution (approximately between the generation 50
and 150). Note that the number of cells is in the order of
thousand.

B. Two examples of exponential growth in detail

Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrates two examples sequences
of the implemented morphogenetic process. In both se-
quences, the number of cells increases exponentially.

1) Exponential growth sequence A: In Figure 7 the mor-
phogenesis of the exponential growth called sequence A is
illustrated. As the figure shows, once the shape part (A) is
created, it does not change any more. At the same time, same
kinds of clusters are generated in other part (B, C and so on).
This shows that the system keeps generating many ”clusters”
whose sizes remain the same in different parts of the body.



A) Death:0,1,2,3,6,10,11,18 Div:4,5,15,16 (DI,DI,DE) B) Death:0,4,6,11,13,19 Div:1,2,5,7 (DI,DE,DI)

C) Div:8,10,17,18 (DI) D) Death:4,11,12 Div:2,3,7,8,13 (DE,DI)

E) Death :10,16 Div:5,6 (DI,DE,DI) F) Death:3,6,7,10,16 Div:8,11,12,13,14,15,17 (DE,FD,DI)

G) Div:1,2,3,8,10,11,13,15,16 (DI) H) Death:0,1,8,18 Div:5,6,9,12,14,16,19 (DI,DE,FD)

I) Div:2,3,8 (DI) J) Death :1,4,13,14,19 Div:0,5,6,7,10 (DI,DE)

N:2344, F:9.039 (start with 4cells)

N:5620, F:10.429 (start with 4cells)

N:3040, F:10.244  (start with 16cells)N:3916, F:10.442  (start with 16cells)

N:2872, F:10.154  (start with 16cells)

N:4984, F:10.012  (start with 16cells)                               N:2524, F:8.302  (start with 16cells)

N:6208, F:9.396 (start with 4cells)

N:3784, F:11.652 (start with 4 cells) N:2096, F:9.029  (start with 16cells)

Fig. 6. Examples of phenotypes. Top views are shown on the left, and side views are shown on the right in each example. The conditions of the cell death
and cell division are listed. The alphabets in those blankets represent the order of cell behavior rules, DE: cell death, DI: cell division, and FD: forced cell
division, respectively. The numbers after the N: represent the number of cells that comprise each individual. And the numbers after the F: represent fitness
value of each individual. The initial numbers of cells are listed in the brackets. Note that the number of cells is in the order of thousand.
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Fig. 7. Detail of exponential growth sequence A. Cell divides if the number
of neighbor cells is 0,2,6, or 8 (using the Neumann neighbor). Cell is
deleted if it is 1,3,5,7, or 9. The order of applied cell behavior rules is
as follows: cell division, cell death, cell division. These three rules are kept
applying repeatedly. This system keeps generating many ”clusters” whose
sizes remain the same in different parts of the body.

2) Exponential growth sequence B: Figure 8 represents a
section of the cell connection map of sequence B (from left

more than 10 neighbors
(stop dividing nor deleting)

surrounded by 4 neighbors
(keep dividing)

magnify

A1 A2

A3

B1 B2

A3

B2

side viewtop view

phenotype

A3

C1
C1
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Fig. 8. Detail of exponential growth sequence B (from left to right in
each row). Cell divides if the number of neighbors is 0,2,4,6, or 8 (using
the Neumann neighbor). Cell is deleted if it is 1,3,5,7, or 9. The order of
applied cell behavior rules is the same as that of sequence A: cell division,
cell death, cell division. These three rules are kept applying repeatedly. This
process is a kind of ”expanding bag”.

to right in each row). Magnifications of each part of the cell
connection map are displayed in temporal order. Although
most of the conditions are the same between sequence A
and sequence B, the morphogenetic processes are different.
After some steps, an arrayed square grid appears (A1, B1,
C1 and so on). The square area of 16 cells becomes rounded
after some steps (A3). Once this form is created, all these
internal cells surrounded by 8 cells hold four-neighbors and
thus keep dividing. The external eight cells surrounding these
internal cells already have more than 10 neighboring cells.
Therefore these cells cannot divide any more, which is a kind
of ”expanding bag”. This bag can also be seen at other parts
of the body (C3, D3 that are not appeared here yet). This
shows that the system is growing, creating many expanding
bags throughout the body.
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Fig. 9. Left: Fitness value transition graph. Right: Number of cells
transition graph. Both X-axis represent time steps. Although the number
of cells in sequence B is always larger than that of sequence A, the fitness
in sequence B is smaller than that in sequence A.



3) Comparison of sequence A and sequence B: We quan-
tified the characteristics of morphogenesis of these sequences
using the fitness function in Figure 9. The number of cells
transition graph and fitness value transition graph are shown
on the left and the right, respectively. Both X-axis represent
time steps. Although the number of cells in sequence B is
always larger than that of sequence A, the fitness in sequence
B is smaller than that in sequence A. This means that the
uniformity of the whole system in sequence A per cell is
larger than that in sequence B. It implies that many kinds
of cell behavior rules are not needed for getting complicated
forms.

phenotype

cell connection map

4 411 4 16

Fig. 10. Self-replication. If the number of neighbor cells is 0,2,5,7, or 9
(in Neumann neighborhood condition), the cell divides. If the number of
neighbors is 1,3,4,6, or 8, the cell is deleted. Each group keeps changing
the number of cells that comprise the network generating new groups.

4) Self-replication: Figure 10 shows one of the examples
of self-replication process. Each group keeps changing the
number of cells that comprise the network generating new
groups. Notice that the sizes of each individual that has the
same cell connections are identical.

phenotype

cell connection map

Fig. 11. Oscillation. By applying forced cell division rule once and cell
death rule that activates if the number is 1 or 5 (in Moore neighborhood
condition) two times consecutively, the system shows oscillation process.

5) Oscillation: Figure 11 shows one of the examples of
oscillation process. By applying forced cell division rule once
and cell death rule that activates if the number is 1 or 5 two
times consecutively, the system shows oscillation process.

6) Stop growth, annihilation: Several models in other
parameters showed annihilation and growth saturation be-
haviors. The simplest model of annihilation behavior can
be observed by setting the number of neighbors 0 for cell

division and 2 for cell death applying division rule and death
rule one after another. The growth saturation model can be
observed by setting 0 for the cell division rule and any
numbers except for 2 for the cell death rule, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A. Types of formation

As we have seen several types of phenotypes, we noticed
that there are several types of morphogenetic process in this
system. They are (1) Net (A,B,E,J in Figure 6) that have
widely spread distribution, (2) Balloon (D,G) that contain at
least one expanding big surface. (3) Nods (C,I) that some
parts are keep growing compared to the others, (4) Rope (H)
that consists of narrow string like forms, (5) Separate (in
Figure 10) that divides into several (or many) groups, and
(6) Others.

B. Types of cell number growth
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Fig. 12. Types of Cell number growth. (1) Exponential growth that most
cell keeps dividing, (2) Exponential growth that some part stop dividing after
some steps while others keeps dividing, (3) Linear growth that the number
of cell division in each time is stable, (4) Saturation that the whole cells
stop dividing at the end, (5) Oscillation that keeps the size changing the
constituent elements, (6) Stable that does not change at all, (7) Annihilation
that all cells vanish by cell death.

By observing the increase in the number of cells in each
sequence, the types of cell growth can be intuitively classified
(Figure 12). (1) Exponential growth in which most cell keeps
dividing, (2) Exponential growth in which some cells stop
dividing after certain time passes while others keeps dividing,
(3) Linear growth that the number of cell division in each
time is stable, (4) Saturation that the all cells stop dividing
at the end, (5) Oscillation that keeps the size changing some
constituent element, (6) Remain that does not change at all,
(7) Annihilation that all cells vanish by cell death.

C. The essential meanings of Cell Connection Map

As we mentioned above, the cell connection map was
basically introduced to keep track of the cell connections
and sustain two-dimensional topologies. But for some people,
it may sound that the system depends too much on this
map. Let us examine what kind of information that the cell



connection map which we showed in Figure 13 codes. The
information that the map codes are follows:

1) How many cell divisions are taken place. (the size of
the square in the cell connection map)

2) In which direction (left, right, top or bottom) neighbor
cells position.

3) The position order of the neighbor cells.

cell connection map

1)

2)
3)

Fig. 13. Information that the cell connection map codes.

As the table above shows, we could replace the cell
connection map by an approach using only internal states
of the cells and still get the same results. It is important to
realize that the characteristics of the cell connection map are
not essential in order to easily evolve complicated forms.

V. CONCLUSION

These results lead to the following conclusion.
1) By exploiting cell-cell network topology as conditions

of cell behavior, several types of morphogenetic be-
haviors of three-dimensional sheets could be easily
realized in an autonomous and distributed way. Al-
though these morphogenetic processes are sensitive to
the topology of cell connections, we showed represen-
tational power of the cell network topology.

2) The sheet forms could be easily quantified by evaluat-
ing the cell connection maps by measuring the entropy.
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